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FAQ
What is a Bitcoin?

--see also: https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/FAQ

[B]...a distributed peer-to-peer digital currency system...
[b]...a digital record in the public ledger (BlockChain) that keeps
track of electronic money ownership...
Who does operate the Bitcoin?
No central company. At least not yet.
Spontaneous collaboration of network nodes operated by miners.
Anybody can join by running an open-source SW.
Who has created the Bitcoin?
...NSA, GCHQ, FAPSI, GuoAnBu, Illuminati, ET, The God?
All we have is a (perhaps collective) pseudonym Satoshi Nakamoto.

BITCOIN PRIMITIVES
The Wallet - the port of all transactions in BTC and the
principal tool to keep them flowing around
The BlockChain - the main, globally replicated ledger and
the distributed time-stamping tool to confirm/deny
transactions based on a majority voting scheme
The Mining - the force that empowers it all

BTC UNITS
standard metric prefixes
1 BTC ... one bitcoin
0,01 BTC ... one centibitcoin (cBTC, bitcent)
0,001 BTC ... one milibitcoin (mBTC)
0,000 001 BTC ... one microbitcoin (µBTC)
special unit
0,000 000 01 BTC ... one satoshi (the smallest BTC amount)

CONTROLLED SUPPLY

“...The reward for solving a block is automatically adjusted
so that roughly every four years of operation of the Bitcoin
network, half the amount of bitcoins created in the prior 4
years are created...”
--https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/FAQ

TOTAL AMOUNT
Final number of bitcoins issued worldwide is deliberately
principally upper-bounded by 21 million BTC.
Expected to closely approach in 2140.
In December 2013, after circa 5 years of rapid growth, the
total sum was over 12 million BTC.
--http://blockchain.info/charts/total-bitcoins

MORE PRECISELY

It is not the number of years what is counted primarily.
Bitcoin looks for the number of blocks accepted in the
BlockChain.
The miner’s reward is halved every 210 000 blocks.

TOTAL LIMIT REVIEW
In 2009-2012 (the first 4 years), 10 500 000 BTC were gained for the first
210 000 blocks.
Let k denote the particular set of 210 000 blocks.
Usually, we can see an estimated mapping to years. This assumes the target
adjustment, so it takes in average 600 seconds to find a new valid block.
k = 0 for years 2009 - 2012 (inclusive)
k = 1 for years 2013 - 2016 (inclusive)
k = 2 for years 2017 - 2020 (inclusive)
...

TOTAL LIMIT REVIEW
The final amount of bitcoins is upper-bounded by the
following convergent geometric series
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--base graph: https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/Controlled_Currency_Supply

IN REALITY
We shall consider the effect of lost bitcoins.
We will see that a lost private key directly implies lost
bitcoins at the particular address.
Malware attacks, disasters, somebody passes away
without noting their passwords, etc.
As lower and lower amount of new bitcoins gets produced,
the total amount of disposable bitcoins can start to decrease.

SHADOW ZONE?
http://buybitcoinwithcreditcard.com/?wiki
November 19th, 2013

DISTRIBUTED SYSTEM

After all, Bitcoin is a kind of distributed system based on
strictly symmetric nodes.
Because of the symmetry, we can also call it a massively
replicated system, since under ideal conditions, all the
nodes share the same data and perform nearly identical
computations.

NODES DUTY
The voluntary nodes should be mainly responsible for:

- spreading the new transaction broadcast
- spreading the new ledger block broadcast (BlockChain
sync)

- competing in assembling new ledger blocks, hence
creating majority voting system for txn confirmation (cf.
later on)

HANDS ON
Certain nodes (voluntarily again) provide a user-friendly
web view of the Bitcoin distributed system.
To name a few: http://blockchain.info, http://
blockexplorer.com
No to confuse - blockchain.info as a web view versus
BlockChain as the shared (massively replicated) Bitcoin
ledger.
You are kindly encouraged to take a tour with these tools...

BLOCKCHAIN.INFO
ledger blocks

new transactions

SPENDING MY TXN
We shall understand there is no single BTC counter that would say
how much money do the client have.
Of course, the Wallet application can present the balance. But this is a
derived value.
There are just incoming, unspent bitcoin transactions outputs
addressed to the particular Wallet.
To spend BTC means to take some transaction outputs and pass
them further to another Wallet addresses (M:N relation), possibly
returning some money back (i.e. putting ourselves to the recipient list).
A transaction output is either fully spent or unspent.

A REAL TRANSACTION
Example transaction joining two former txns outputs (received on different
Wallet addresses) and passing them to two destinations.
In fact, certain bitcoins are returned back to "1changem..."
Here, we can also see examples of vanity address (explained later on).
Furthermore, we see inherent privacy issues - the two different addresses
were controlled by one subject, weren't they?

--http://blockchain.info

TXN SPOTTING
http://blockchain.info

loopbacks allowed
inherently

ANONYMITY?
Whole transaction list is fully public (via BlockChain),
including sending/receiving addresses, amounts, etc.
On the other hand, the graph can be highly obfuscated, the
address is just an ugly hash and one can use many of them, etc.
So, it can be practically annoying enough for AML
officers so to simply let it be and miss something.
Theoretically speaking, however, it is very hard to get
any provable privacy which is bad for almost any
company business.

block header

txn list

ALL NICE, BUT...
We shall understand that almost everything around the Bitcoin is operated in the best
voluntary effort manner.
Corporate IT could bring another level of maturity. But... would it still be that friendly, free,
open, nifty Bitcoin? Hardly... Are corporate ITs strong enough to operate the whole Bitcoin
when those volunteers give up? How much would it cost and would it be worth it at all?
Who will govern the legal part worldwide then? Recall peer-to-peer operation is the
cornerstone of the majority voting, hence of the whole Bitcoin security (cf. later on).

STRIKING MINERS ;-)

—Platinum miners strike in South Africa, JAN 2014

WALLET CRYPTO

Ensures the bitcoin transaction output can be spent by the
client with the original recipient's identity only.
Employs ECDSA over Koblitz elliptic curve “secp256k1”.
--http://www.secg.org/collateral/sec2_final.pdf

USER IDENTITY
Public key
Used to verify the client identity with respect to a
particular transaction.
One-way derivative of this key serves the role of the client
(Wallet) address.
Private key
Used to prove the client identity when spending their
incoming bitcoin transaction output.

ELLIPTIC CURVE
E :Y = X + AX + B, where 4A + 27B ≠ 0
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extra point at infinity O

so P + Q = -R

so 2Q = -P

so P = -Q

so P = -P
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In cryptography, we assume E over a finite field K = GF(p) or K = GF(2 ).
Interestingly, the set of K-rational points of E together with point O still form the abelian group.
Sometimes, the transition from "classic" crypto is really straightforward. Instead of multiplying
integers modulo p, we primarily add rational points of an elliptic curve. (ECDH, ECDSA)

WHAT ARE THE KEYS
ANYWAY?
Public key
A particular point P = (x, y) on the elliptic curve, where x and y are elements
of the underlying finite field K - i.e. they are just two big (~32 B) integers here.
Compressed/uncompressed forms available, since it suffices to store x
together with the parity of y.
Private key
Just another big integer (~32 B, from Z) representing the discrete logarithm
of the public key P.
Or, how many times must be the “reference” point “shuffled” on that curve
to get to P.

VANITY ADDRESS
1eskimozYNL62jXa2XSveRyNGst8qr4Bn
Recall, the client address is a hash of their public key in Base58Check encoding.
So, it is essentially an ugly-looking random value.
Anyway, we can keep generating random key pairs until we get a partly nice
address.
n

We “set” n characters with complexity O(58 ) this way, so it is quite expensive
luxury. So the term vanity address.
Security risks:

- looking at the vanity part only allows feasible address spoofing!
- we shall be careful with services offering generation of vanity key pairs!

KEY EXPLOSION
To ensure higher anonymity, clients tend to generate
huge amount of different-looking addresses (i.e. public and
private keys).
“...As an additional firewall, a new key pair should be
used for each transaction to keep them from being
linked to a common owner...”
--Satoshi Nakamoto: Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System

BE AWARE
There is, however, another principal reason on why to keep
generating fresh keys.
Using a new key pair is assumed when arguing the
resistance to a double-spending threat (cf. later on).
“...This prevents the sender from preparing a chain of
blocks ahead of time...”
--Satoshi Nakamoto: Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System

WALLET SECURITY

Primarily, it must protect the client private key.
If the key is stolen, the incoming bitcoins can be stolen
as well.
If the key is lost, the incoming bitcoins are lost, too.

LOCAL WALLET
Application running on a client device with the private key in a
password-protected file. Can also work as the full-fledged node.
Easy target of contemporary malware!
Furthermore, Android application effectively revealed the private
ECDSA keys due to a weak PRNG.
--http://bitcoin.org/en/alert/2013-08-11-android
Attempts to employ smart cards.
This is still vulnerable as long as there is no trusted display
and keypad.

WALLET AS A SERVICE

Maintained and encapsulated by a web service similar to
the internet banking.
Could be a better alternative, provided the web portal
uses solid authentication and system security.
Unfortunately, this is quite often not the case...

QUITE COMMON...

MINING

“Mining is the process of adding transaction records to
Bitcoin's public ledger [BlockChain] of past transactions.”
--https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/Mining

IN OTHER WORDS
Mining is using a computing power to vote for acceptable transactions in the majority
voting scheme of the distributed time-stamp service called BlockChain.
By trying to make a new block (in the BlockChain), the mining node votes for the
selected transactions to be granted.
By accepting a new block of a faster competitor, the nodes votes for this block (incl. the
transactions covered there) is correct (i.e. they agree with it).
To accept the block means to start searching for a new block following this one
instead of the former last block.
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IN PRACTICE
This is actually a second part of the sample transaction view presented
a few slides above.
This transaction was apparently confirmed by two blocks - one
primary and another one following it.

BLOCKCHAIN GROW

CORE EVENTS
We define the following events and corresponding
probabilities:

- H, Pr[H] is the core event the honest nodes (collectively)
find a new block in an observable time instant

- A, Pr[A] is the core event attackers (collectively) find a
new block in a time instant

PROOF-OF-WORK
(POW)
Connects the particular vote with certain amount of computing
power that had to be spent.
To vote means to compete in producing a new block.
For voting, it is not so important who in particular has
produced the block.
It is the competition under common rules that shall form the
unit force of the honest nodes (against the dishonest ones).
It collectively grounds the Pr[H] and Pr[A] defined above.

FURTHERMORE

Proof-of-Work hash is actually an easy-to-verify mark the
voting model based on Pr[H] and Pr[A] really applies for the
particular BlockChain subgraph.
By checking the hash code mark (cf. later) and assuming
SHA-256 is not broken, we are ensured the particular
block emission indeed follows our model probabilities.

POW CRYPTO PUZZLE
To enforce Pr[H] and Pr[A] distributions, a kind of
cryptographic puzzle must be solved for the new block to get
accepted (i.e. for others to start producing new blocks behind it).
In particular, SHA-256(SHA-256(block_header)) < target,
where target is a variable boundary.
Furthermore, we define: difficulty = 65535*2208/target.
The target is adjusted collectively after 2016 blocks in such
way that it takes approximately 600 seconds to find a new
block (collectively, under a Poisson process variant).

CURRENT TARGET
DEC 6th 2013

Current target: http://blockexplorer.com/q/hextarget
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 06 12 42 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
(HEX)

Current difficulty: http://blockexplorer.com/q/getdifficulty
707 408 283.0515

Current chance per one try: http://blockexplorer.com/q/probability
target*2-256 ≅ 0.000 000 000 000 000 000 3291268939287241815545848044877175198 <

10-18

CURRENT TARGET
JAN 24th 2014

Current target: http://blockexplorer.com/q/hextarget
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 02 66 66 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
(HEX)

Current difficulty: http://blockexplorer.com/q/getdifficulty
1 789 546 951.0532

Current chance per one try: http://blockexplorer.com/q/probability
target*2-256 ≅ 0.000 000 000 000 000 000 1301039298260155108698243875409161773 <

10-18

MINER’S REWARD
The creator of each new block in the BlockChain has the right to insert a special
coinbase transaction addressed to their wallet.
The amount is fixed for a time period. It was BTC 25 in December 2013.
This is the only way new bitcoins are born.
For safety, 100 confirmations is required to grant the coinbase transaction.
Furthermore, the creator also takes (yet-optional) transaction fees.
The positive difference in between the sum of input and output transactions.
This ranges in mBTC, so several orders of magnitude bellow the new bitcoins reward.
Later on, however, it may become dominant source of income.

COINBASE TXN

MINING POOLS
From the Bitcoin viewpoint, joining even as a single miner makes sense,
since the majority voting is all about collective power.
On the other hand, single miner can hardly expect to get any reward soon (it
is just a big, big lottery game).
So, miners usually join indirectly via mining pools.
The reward is then divided in according to the power share ratio.
Much smaller than the block reward, but it is a kind of stable income.
From the voting viewpoint, however, such concentration is dangerous.
Who controls those mining pools with such a strong vote?

HASH RUSH

EVERYTHING COUNTS
Mining pool
shares
USB-powered
fan
ASIC-based
accelerators for
SHA-256

SOMEBODY...
...who likes conspiracy theories can even argue the new block competition
together with the particular proof-of-work scheme closely resembles
massively parallel cryptanalysis based on distinguished points.
Of course, this was the intent as the PoW is nothing but a cryptanalytic
problem that we believe there is no better way to solve it than using a brute
force.
There is no clear evidence this whole effort should have any other
significance.
It is even unclear of what should be the target. Random collision of
SHA-256, or something hidden behind its design?
Well, it is nothing but a fun idea...

ANYWAY
We shall take a lesson of what can be done by carefully motivating
people on the internet to perform a distributed computation.
Evidently, the "Bitcoin rush" outperforms any other distributed
cryptanalytic experiment we have done so far.
The whole Bitcoin mining power is over 253 double
SHA-256 per second and still increasing!
Imagine such power applied for password cracking...
...or SHA-1 collision searching...

MAJORITY VOTING
Let us assume a client who is awaiting a bitcoin transaction.
Such a client shall accept the transaction only if:
i) it is covered by a ledger block that belongs to the longest
path in the BlockChain,
ii) the covering block is then followed by several other
blocks in the longest BlockChain path.
This all is to prevent the transaction gets denied later on.
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covered txns
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DOUBLE SPENDING
An attacker sends a bitcoin transaction to the victim.
In parallel, the attacker (group of attackers) keeps generating
blocks sequence that covers spending the same
transaction output again (now, in a different way).
Meanwhile, the victim gets ensured by the majority vote the
former transaction is valid and delivers their promise.
After a while, the attacker pushes the alternate blocks
sequence as the longest tail in the BlockChain.
Suddenly, the former transaction is invalid.

THE RACE IS ON!
Let us assume the client accepts the majority vote after having
seen z blocks in the BlockChain covering the transaction.
The first block covers it directly, the following blocks confirm
recurrently all the previous blocks.
So the attacking group has to present the parallel chain that
eventually outperforms the honest chain which is already
z blocks long in that time.
Of course, the attackers keep working on their chain heavily,
despite delaying its release.

CHANCE TO WIN
Let us denote Q(p, q, z) the probability that the attacking group will
eventually win the race, where

- p, q is the probability the last block observed was made by honest nodes
or attackers, respectively (cf. the channel model later on)

- z is the number of blocks the client waits for before accepting the Bitcoin
network majority vote
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EVENTS REVISITED
We define the following events and corresponding probabilities:

- H, Pr[H] is the core event the honest nodes (collectively) find a
new block in an observable time instant

- A, Pr[A] is the core event attackers (collectively) find a new block
in a time instant

- N, Pr[N] is the observable event a new block (from either side) is
reported in Bitcoin net (in a time instant)

- C, Pr[C] is the observable event of a clear state, i.e. there is no
new block announced (in a time instant)

PROBABILISTIC
POWER
We are not counting double SHA-256 computations directly.
To get the honest/attacking mean values to the same ground, we count
time instants (Δt) instead.
The honest and attacking nodes total power is represented by their
computing mass coefficient γ and α, respectively.
These coefficients describe the ratio of #double-SHA-256 finished in Δt.
So, for a current Bitcoin target, we have

Pr[H ] = 1− (1−

target γ
2 256

Pr[A] = 1− (1−

target α
2 256

)

)

SOUNDNESS
It is trivial to verify that when working for c*Δt, we get the
success probabilities:

1− (1− Pr[H ]) = 1− (1−
c

1− (1− Pr[A]) = 1− (1−
c

target γ c
2 256

)

target α c
2 256

)

So, we can use Pr[H] and Pr[A] to model the honest and
attacking nodes computational power, respectively.

CHANNEL MODEL
Physical argument: We shall assume Δt such small that
Pr[H ∩ A] can be neglected w.r.t. Pr[H] and Pr[A]. Then we get
the following model:
core events

H

observable events

N

A
C

C

Pr[H ∩ N ] Pr[H ]
p = Pr[H | N ] =
=
Pr[N ]
Pr[N ]
Pr[A ∩ N ] Pr[A]
q = Pr[A | N ] =
=
Pr[N ]
Pr[N ]
Pr[N ]
q Pr[A]
p+q≅
= 1 and =
Pr[N ]
p Pr[H ]

WHO IS WHO?!
It is important to understand that even honest nodes
cannot be sure of which nodes are driven by attackers.
So, the channel model that actually hides the intention of a
new block - up to a certain probability - is quite accurate
here.
Furthermore, from a mathematical viewpoint, it allows
us to ground our reasoning considerably firmer.

EXPECTED TIME
Let the honest nodes have just produced z blocks in the
BlockChain.
The number of time instants X required for one block is
given by a geometric distribution with probability Pr[H].
So E(X) = 1/Pr[H].
For z blocks, we get E(X1 + X2 + ... + Xz) = z*E(X) = z/Pr[H].
So, we can estimate that z/Pr[H] time instants have already
passed before the honest nodes have got those z blocks.

POISSON PHASE
The expected number of attackers' blocks found in those time instants is
λ = z*Pr[A]/Pr[H] = z*q/p (thanks to the channel model).
Rigorously, we should also investigate time instants variance, since z/Pr[H]
is just an expected value!
Otherwise, we get a kind of "expected probability" which is good for an
overview, but it causes e.g. apparent antisymmetry when investigating q ≈ p.
The particular no. of dishonest blocks found meanwhile then follows the
Poisson distribution:

λ
Pr[Y = k] = e
k!
−λ

k

GAMBLER'S RUIN
A gambler starts with a stake of size s and plays until their capital
reaches the value M (gambler wins) or the value 0 (gambler is ruined).
1

It is a kind of random walk in R .
Here, we study the probability the gambler is eventually ruined when
playing against infinitely rich adversary. The gambler is the set of
honest nodes here.
Ruining the gambler is a necessary condition for the attackers
to win.
The infinitely rich adversary means there is no such M after which the
attacking nodes would give it up.

GAMBLING PHASE
Gambler wins a round with probability p and looses with q.
Win increments, while loss decrements gambler's stake.
We need p + q = 1 which is roughly guaranteed by the channel model again.
Let q(z - k) be the probability of gambler's ruin when starting with s = z - k.
Assuming p > q, we have:

q(z − k) = {

( ) ( ) =( )
()

q M
q z−k
− p
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lim
q M
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−1
p

1 otherwise

q z−k
p

if z>k

FINALLY
Under a plausible assumption of SHA-256 results independence
among the Poisson and gambling phases, we can directly
multiply the respective probability distributions.
Summing up for all possible attacking chain lengths k advances
(while the honest group has made z honest blocks), gives the
upper bound
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Q.E.D.

COMPLEMENT EQ.
To evaluate the formula programmatically, we can use the
complement probability to get a finite number of summands.
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ATTACK PLANNING
Or, how much of Bitcoin computing power do attackers need to control for a
particular chance to win the double spending attack.

ENOUGH IS ENOUGH
Or, how many confirmations shall we require before taking the transaction as granted,
provided we assume attackers own at most 1/3 of the total Bitcoin power.

VIEW TO A HACK

BE AWARE
Despite our effort, we have in fact investigated just one out of many attacking
scenarios.
It suffices to understand how the Bitcoin voting should work.
It is, however, not enough to say the Bitcoin is secure.
The Bitcoin distributed system shall be further analyzed to see whether there
are some "shortcuts" to circumvent the voting mechanism with much less
power.
For instance, attackers can - besides preparing the alternate chain - try to
fragment the honest nodes effort by inducing a creation of several slowergrowing parallel chains. It is an open question to check how it would help.

HIDDEN ADVANTAGE
Furthermore, there is an intrinsic advantage of
dishonest nodes over the honest ones.
Attackers can follow certain strategy that is beyond the
scope of the original Bitcoin node policy and topology.
The honest ones, on the other hand, follow just the rules
of the symmetric distributed system. Especially, they will
not (and cannot!) form a special coalition against the
attackers.

FOR EXAMPLE

Should the bad ones be some blocks behind the honests,
they nevertheless keep trying to find another blocks and to
possibly ruin the gambler (the honest ones) some day.
On the other hand, should the good ones loose the leading
position even once, they will be willing to faithfully join the
attackers chain instead!

FINAL REMARKS
Despite certain effort, we can hardly say we have covered all the Bitcoin security.
We have reviewed the most important cryptographic mechanisms, while e.g. formally deriving
the arguments behind the BlockChain voting mechanism that were just stated in the original
paper by Nakamoto.
Still, a lot of things deserve further attention. For instance:

- Malware attacks on the Wallet
- Exploits in transaction scripts
- Information propagation in the Bitcoin network and so-called fast transactions that are

faithfully based on transaction broadcasts only (not waiting for BlockChain confirmations)

- Hidden assumptions on network security (e.g. MITM in various places)
- Collusive mining pools and other unfair tactics resulting into either direct fraud or at least
Pr[H] perturbations (possibly invalidating security proofs)

CONCLUSION
From academic perspective, Bitcoin is a valuable inter-science
experiment that will for sure motivate a lot of interesting research.
From a practical viewpoint, well... it is just here and we have to
face it.
Something can be predicted by simply looking at online banking
systems history - e.g. malware attacks on wallets.
Other parts are yet to be analyzed and it is really hard to say
now even whether (serious) academic research will precede real
attacks or vice versa.

Some people perceive the Bitcoin like this…
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